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Introduction
I completed my service project at the South Euclid United Church of 
Christ. At SEUCC, they have a program called the BIN food pantry 
where they give groceries and other items to impoverished families 
residing in South Euclid, Lyndhurst, Cleveland Heights, East 
Cleveland and Richmond Heights each month. The “BIN” is actually 
an acronym which expresses the church’s desire to “ bless, inspire, 
and nurture” the hungry. I went to four sessions, twice in February 
and twice in March.



Summary
The pantry has three operations that happen on 
three consecutive days each month:

» Unloading the truck
» Packing the bags
» Serving the groceries

I attended the packing and serving days



Packing days



Packing Days
On the packing days there was much to be done. 
After a brief prayer, the coordinator for the day 
would start assigning people to stations. The 
stations included:

» Numbering and doubling bags
» Setting up bags
» Loading bags
» Placing the bags at their respective tables



Packing Days
On these days, I doubled bags, set up bags, helped 
bring food out of the pantry to be placed in bags, 
placed bags at their tables, and broke down boxes.



Serving Days



Serving Days
Serving days were a bit less hectic than the 
packing days. On these days we had to:

» Pack the frozen foods and produce
» Process each family 
» Load the groceries in the families’ cars
» Clean up



Serving Days
On the serving days I packed produce and frozen 
goods and placed them with the other bags, loaded 
the groceries into the cars, cleaned up, and 
dropped buckets on Matthew. On each of the 
serving days I attended there happened to be 
additional families that showed up. Rather than 
turning these families away, the church swiftly 
made extra bags so that the additional families 
would have at least something to take home. 



Serving Days
After all the families have been served, we do a 
quick clean up of the place, close with a brief 
prayer, and we leave. However, on each serving 
day, Matthew and I stayed after and I made it rain 
buckets on him. #fatboyscanhooptoo (not really)



Theological Reflection
Principle of 
Participation
People have a right 
and a duty to 
participate in shaping 
a more just and human 
society, seeking 
together a common 
good and well-being of 
all, especially the poor 
and vulnerable. 

Principle of 
Preferential Option for 
the Poor 
In a work of deepening 
divisions between the 
rich and poor, we 
should all put the 
needs of the poor and 
vulnerable first.

Principle of Solidarity
We are our brothers’ 
and our sisters’ 
keepers and to 
practice solidarity is to 
love thy neighbor. 



Relation to Gospel Teachings
Luke 6:21
Blessed are you who 
are now hungry, for 
you will be satisfied. 
Blessed are you who 
are now weeping, for 
you will laugh.

Matt 25:34-35
Then the king will say to 
those on his right, ‘Come, 
you who are blessed by 
my Father. Inherit the 
kingdom prepared for you 
from the foundation of the 
world. For I was hungry 
and you gave me food, I 
was thirsty and you gave 
me drink, a stranger and 
you welcomed me

Luke 14:13-14
Rather, when you hold 
a banquet, invite the 
poor, the crippled, the 
lame, the blind; 
blessed indeed will you 
be because of their 
inability to repay you. 
For you will be repaid 
at the resurrection of 
the righteous.



Personal Reflection
This was a very enriching experience and I was happy to help the families 
in their time of need. It was great knowing that I actually made a difference 
in these people’s lives, even if it was only temporary. I would encourage 
future bengals to fulfill their service project here because it really is a 
great program. 


